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"Awful" Italy debt sale
heightens euro zone stress

TOP VIDEOS

Stock futures low er as
shares eye w orst
w eek in 2 m onths

MILAN - Italy paid a record 6.5 percent to
borrow money over six months on Friday and
its longer-term funding costs soared far above
levels seen as sustainable for public finances,
raising the pressure on Rome's new

NEW YORK - Stock index futures fell
on Friday with equities eyeing a
seventh straight session of losses,
their longest losing streak in four months, as investor fret about
global growth and the euro zone's debt crisis.
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emergency government.
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You’re paying taxes, so
w hy aren’t energy
com panies?

Obama thanks military, volunteers on
Thanksgiving |
Crowds hit stores for "Black Friday" deals |
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By David Cay Johnston

Energy utilities and pipeline
partnerships, all of them legal
monopolies, pass their income tax burdens on to customers. Now a
study provides powerful new evidence that these industries convert
their income taxes from a burden to a benefit. Full Article | Video
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Japan Tobacco distributors in smuggling
cases-report
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Nov 4 (Reuters) - A network of investigative journalists
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in Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union has
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said it has uncovered evidence of widespread
cigarette smuggling by distributors of Japan Tobacco
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International (JTI), an arm of Japan Tobacco .
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employees to uncover cigarette smuggling by distributors for the
company in a dozen countries in the region.
Several members of JTI's ow n investigating team w ere fired after they
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Could America turn out
worse than Japan?

uncovered the cases of smuggling, the OCCRP said in a report (here)
A spokesman for Japan Tobacco said the issue had been resolved.
"These matters have all been properly addressed and handled w ithin JTI
in line w ith our overall stance tow ards anti-illicit trade and my
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understanding is that it has been all solved or addressed already as far
as JTI is concerned," said Hideyuki Yamamoto, a spokesman for Japan Tobacco, in Tokyo.
He said the information contained in the OCCRP report had been circulated for the past tw o
years or so by people believed to have been fired by JTI.
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The OCCRP report said JTI officials at its headquarters in Geneva declined to answ er specific
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questions, but said a former employee w as spreading false information.
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